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“And He has made from one blood every nation of men to dwell on all the
face of the earth . . .” (Acts 17:26).
where'd they come from?
“Cavemen” supposedly lived thousands of years before “modern man” came on the scene. but God, in His Word, tells us the true
history of these people. In Genesis, He tells us that Adam and Eve were the first two people on earth. Later, only Noah and his
family were left on earth after God judged man’s disobedience with a worldwide Flood.
Then, after God confused the languages at babel because of man’s disobedience, various groups split up, taking with them their individual knowledge of technology. Some knew more about farming, some knew more about building great structures, and some
knew how to use metal to make tools. Those groups which didn’t know how to do any of these things would be forced to “begin
again”—learning these skills on their own. Those who did have these skills were able to use them once they found a suitable place
to settle—building great pyramids or magnificent gardens.

where'd they live?

where do you live?

Many families who weren’t expert
builders would have found caves
a good place to quickly make new
homes. Today, the people who lived in
these caves are called “cavemen.” There
was nothing “primitive” about them,
however—they used musical instruments, drew fascinating pictures on
cave walls, knew how to make stone
tools, could sew their own clothes,
and hunted their food with great skill.
When their bones are found, they are
similar to our bones, showing they really were people like us!

“In the brick house down the street on
the right” may be the answer you give
to that question. Others may say they
live in a house made of wood, or in a
flat, or on a houseboat, or even underground. Are those who live in brick
houses more intelligent than those who
live underground? Absolutely not! These
families simply live in different places,
just as happened after babel.
In fact, in Coober Pedy (in Australia), living above ground is very hot,
so many people build their homes
underground—real live “cavemen” with
television sets!

who were they?
Evolutionists believe the evidence they find of those who lived in caves points toward us having less-than-human ancestors. However, seeing these things through “biblical glasses” helps us rightly understand that these people were descendants of Noah and
were, in fact, our relatives!

hundreds of “flood legends” have been
found throughout the world? In fact,
most of today's people groups tell
stories that sound very similar to what
we read in Genesis. Why? It makes
sense that, as the people split up after
Babel, they took with them the tales
their ancestors had passed on to them
about the great catastrophe of Noah's day.

The true account was preserved by God
and written down by Moses so that all
would remember what had happened
and would learn to obey Him.

DO YOU KNOW YOUR BIBLE?
Does the Bible call
the tower in Genesis 11:1-9
the “Tower of Babel”?

Answer: No. Genesis 11:1-9 only refers
to it as “a tower.” However, it is called
the Tower of Babel today because the city
where the tower was built was called Babel.

DID YOU KNOW ...

LET
LET THERE
THERE BE
BE Babel word find
Babel word scramble
Read Genesis 11:1-9, and then
unscramble the words below
to find out what they say.

1. EHLOW
2. RAHTE
3. PESKO
4. MEAS
5. NULEGAGA
6. SRODW

Shinar, people, sin, build, tower, bricks,
city, God, language, confusion, Babel,
scatter, Genesis

SHINARN
ODALNAD
TEFTREWOT
EDLBINMBABEL
CAFVATYHUJIDASKEM
SSCONFUSIONANIHFE
OSKERFGOTMARCIANDUJIM
AKCTHIUFGOBHRETTACSUN
AJEFGIJKLAERATGHGHBUILDNNG
AWLEDRFTIGENESISYGEBAICATS
YTICZBUJIEHOPEOPLEUNJIMGOD
Word Scramble

ANSWERS:

1. WHOLE 2. EARTH 3. SPOKE 4. SAME 5. LANGUAGE 6. WORDS

FUN!

The thirteen words listed below are hidden in the towershaped puzzle. Look forward, backward, up and down.
See if you can find them all.
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